
REGULATION
1) According to the law, no one is allowed to enter the Camping without the authorization by the Management Office and

the identification card’s registration. Anyone found in the Camping without being registered, will be reported to authority
and sent out of the Camping.
The entrance to the Camping and the filling of the Public Security form, imply the acceptance of the Camping Regulation
and its integrations.

2) At the arrival, to every group a space will be assigned. It is forbidden to occupy other spaces and to trespass the own space.
The limits of every space must be respected.

3) The entrance to the own space is allowed after 12 a.m. of the first day of stay and it has to be leaved cleaned within 10
a.m. of the last day of stay.

4) The space can be occupied by only one mean of transport (such as caravan/camper or tents), and there is the possibility
of pitching a veranda, a kitchenette and/or gazebo or awning. Camping guests have to take care of their own caravan or
tent and of their own stuff.

5) During the high and very high season Camping guests who temporarily leave their space empty, have to pay the price of
one adult.

6) The connection to only one socket (3A) to the proper columns is allowed to every space. Only majors are allowed to use
the columns. The connection cable has to be type-approved for external use, not inflammable, made according to the CEE
rules; it cannot bring any plug and it cannot cross other people’s spaces or the road, especially the asphalt road.

7) From 01st June to 31st August cars are not allowed. Camping guests can enter the camping by car only the first and the
last day of stay (max 2 hours allowed for loading and unloading); than, the cars has to be parked in central area of the
outside parking or in the place assigned by the Management office.
Means of transport cannot exceed the speed of 5Km/h.

8) No responsibility is taken by the Management office for any damage on things or people caused by bad weather, calamity,
epidemic, insects, plants disease, theft or damages in general or any other damages that are not caused by the carelessness
of the Management office. Therefore, it would be desirable to do not leave any valuables object inside the caravan or tent.

9) From 01 p.m. to 03 p.m. and from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. silence is requested. Circulation of motor vehicle is not allowed. High
volume of radio, TV, and any disturbance in general are not allowed. Moreover, during this time the entrance of children
to the amusement park is not allowed.

10) Relatives, friends and visitors in general are allowed to enter the Camping only after giving an identification card at the
entrance and their entrance is however up to the Management office. For stay longer than 2 hours, it is requested to pay
the current list price. Visitors found inside the Camping without being reported will be removed together with the people
who are giving them hospitality.

11) Who owns any kind of animal is required to assure that animals remain inside the limits of the own space; who owns dogs
has to fasten them in the space and to bring them on the leash for their needs. The animal has to wear a medal
with the owner personal datas. However, owners are responsible for any damage or inconvenience caused by the animals
to the Camping guests. The management office reserves the decision to refuse or remove any animals considered dangerous,
disturbing or bed handled by their owners.

12) Respecting trees, vegetation and the natural environment, Maximum cleanliness of the own space, of dustbins, beach and
common areas, are required. Anyone is allowed to use drinkable water to wash cars, boats, caravan or verandas and, anyway,
to waste water in general; any kind of water installation to the little fountains is allowed.

13) Using BBQ’s is allowed only if the Camping guest owns a type-approved fire extinguisher of 1kg at least and shows it
while using the BBQ.

14) Camping staff is authorized to make this regulation respected and to remove without notice any not authorized structure
or vehicle which could cause damage or disturbance to guests and environment. No observance of one of these regulations
or any behavior that could cause breach of the peace could cause the removal from the camping as unwelcome guest.

15) Entering the Camping involves the acceptance and the observance of this “REGULATION” that could be modified by
additional rules if the Management office will consider suitable for a better functioning of the Camping.

16) A REGULATION, by nature, always conditions the individual freedom that wants to be in harmony with the collective
nature. Its “RULES” give restrictions completely justified by the purpose, that is to create the best conditions for a civil
cohabitation based on good manners, respect and mutual esteem. Therefore, we trust our guests will adapt to these rules
in order to make their own more serene and peaceful. And to avoid the unpleasant intervention of the Management office
to restore the order.

17) What is not clearly allowed by this Regulation, it is not allowed.




